The expected value E of the longest common subsequence of letters in two random words is considered as a function of the α = |A| of alphabet and of words lengths m and n. It is assumed that each letter independently appears at any position with equal probability. A simple expression for E(α, m, n) and its empirical proof are presented for fixed α and m + n. High accuracy of the formula in a wide range of values is confirmed by numerical simulations.
Introduction
The random words of lengths m and n in the alphabet α are also reffered as random symbol sequences. We consider the letter appearance in different positions of words as equally probable and independent events. So for those random sequences the expected value of the longest common subsequence length is a function of E(m, n, α), which reflects the similarity of the original words.
Since the behavior of this function is related to a variety of generic algorithms for fuzzy search and differences identification, it attracts the attention of researchers for a three decades [1] . However, both the use of mathematical apparatus as in [2, 3] and numerical modeling (usually with special algorithms) [4, 5, 6] succeeded to clarify situation only in special cases m = n or α = 2 (see [7] ).
Even for α = 2 the asymptotic on m n became clear only resently [8] (just now without detailed proof). Computer calculations E for small m, n, in [9] have identified a similar relation for the α = 4.
The work is intended to the detection and empirical proof of this relation with except of huge α and small m + n cases. 
gives a fine approximation for E(m, n, α) at least for all α < 128 and 50 < m + n < 100000.
Evaluation
Direct evaluation for huge LCS lengths is impossible due to known square complexity of algorithm. Therefore 6 fixed values of m + n and 10 for α were selected and for 6 × 10 series of 32 triplets (m, n, α) their expected values of LSS lengths were calculated as sample means. A perl XS module with a speed compatible with C compiled code was used. Required number of calculations and processed time were detected in a series of runs attempted to get large enough samples for acceptable accuracy. The full collected sample data is available over email to author.
The r x and r y values were calculated which minimizes the mean square error. All the results are presented in the Table 1 . We note I m,n,α the samle set of all calculated lengths of LCS for generated random words, E(m, n, α) their means over each I m,n,α and calculate their experimental standard deviations
) .
The worst matches from all 6 × 10 tests are shown on the Fig. 1 . 
